
Recognize.  Watch your child for subtle or not-so-subtle signs that they are

experiencing an emotion. This will help your child feel "seen" by you which

deepens your bond with them.  State that you notice they may be feeling (Fill in

the blank) emotion.  You are guessing and they will tell you if you guess

wrong...that's OK! 

It's important to know subconscious emotion of affects behavior. 

Understand.  Once you recognize and state that your child is experiencing an

emotion, take time to understand what started the feeling. Anger about being

treated poorly is different than frustration growing because no one is listening. 

 But if you call it all anger, you haven't identified what the issue really is.

Label.  Emotions live in the emotional part of the brain.  When that part of the brain

is firing, the logical part of the brain turns off.  This allows the emotions to run wild.

Helping your child label what they are feeling turns the logical part of the brain

back on and helps them regulate faster.  It also gives you all a deeper

understanding about what they are really feeling.  

(See the next page for a list of emotions. This will aide you as you try to identify

what you are really feeling. Try to identify three emotions each time.)

Express.  Create a safe environment for your child to express their emotions

appropriately.  Teach them to express emotions in a way that honors themselves

and those around them. Work to have this be a time strictly for listening and for

validation: no problem solving, no finger pointing, no making the emotions go

away or no judging allowed.  If they don't feel they can express them to a person,

they can journal instead.

Regulate.  Brainstorm a list of things that have helped them feel calmer in the

past.  Listening to music, going for a walk, talking things out...are just a few

examples.  Post this list somewhere you both can see it and refer to when

emotions rise.

5 Steps to Understand and Help
Regulate Our Children's Emotions



The Mood Meter  and RULER system were created by the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence and their approach to help kids

and adults Recognize, Understand, Label, Express, and Regulate emotions.


